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company with 15 people but then the staff would increase to 80 thousands 

of people. By this way Mask wanted to save the population from extinction. 

Tesla Motors is an American car company that was established in 

2003. Mask joined the company in 2004, investing $70 billion. Several 

times the company was on the verge of bankruptcy but Elon made the risky 

decision: he invested money, took the credits and sold company’s shares.  

SolarCity is America's first full-service solar provider. They make 

clean energy available to homeowners, businesses, schools, non-profits and 

government organizations at a lower cost than people pay for energy 

generated by burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas.They 

have revolutionized the delivery of clean  energy. 

 

 

TIANJIN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

 

T. Marchenko, Tianjin University of Science and Technology 

O. R. Gladchenko – EL Adviser  

I have been studying Economics of Enterprise for 4 years. It 

fascinates me from year to year more and more. And now I am the student 

of two universities: Sumy State University and Tianjin University of 

Science and Technology (TUST) (Tianjin, China). 

I have never been to China before so I have known nothing about 

this country. My first impression was good both about the country and 

about people with their traditions and customs. What about university. 

TUST is constructed by the central government of China and the local 

government of Tianjin, but mainly administered by the latter. It offers 

disciplines in industry, science, art, economy, management and law. The 

university offers a whole range of degree programs of different levels, and 

has long been authorized to accept international students.  

The university has two main campuses: the Hexi Campus in the 

city proper and the TEDA Campus in the Tianjin Economic and 

Technological Development Area. The university covers an area of about 

one million square meters, including buildings area of approximately 

570,000 square meters. Its teaching equipment is valued at 173 million 

Yuan while the library covers approximately 26,000 square meters and 

stores more than 1.6 million books and 3000 professional journals and 

magazines. There are more than 17,000 registered students at the 

university. 
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The university has 1750 full-time faculties, including two hundred 

and sixty-nine master's and doctoral candidate supervisors. More than 500 

faculties hold senior professional technological titles, including members of 

disciplinary assessment groups of the Academic Degree Committee of the 

State Council. 

The university has undertaken two hundred and twenty–one key projects at 

the national or provincial level that are supported by the Eleventh Five-year 

Plan, projects of the “973” and “863” Programs at the state level, Fok Ying 

Tung Education Fund project, etc. It has won 69 national awards for its 

scientific and technological progress and the faculty has published more 

than 10,000 scholarly papers. 

TUST adheres to the principle of being an open educational 

institution. It invites experts and scholars from this country and abroad to 

present lectures, and conduct research on cooperative projects in science 

and technology. Furthermore, the university has established academic 

relations with more than forty colleges and research institutions in the 

USA, Japan, U.K., France, Russia, Australia, Canada, Germany, Sweden, 

Ukraine, Finland and Korea. 

On the territory of the university there are 2 canteens. One of these 

has 4 floors, where there are cafes and restaurants on the third and fourth 

floors. The second one is the Muslim canteen, which also has restaurant on 

the third floor. The prices for food are acceptable for all students, they 

depend on the kind of food, which you want to buy, the range of it is 3-12 

Yuan per meal. 

All Chinese students live in the dormitories, which have from 6 to 

11 floors. International students live apart of Chinese in the International 

Exchange hotel, which consists of the 5 floors, foreign students live only on 

the 4 and 5th floors, 1-3 floors are for guests. 

Also, there are 2 posts offices and police offices, 7 small shops 

(where you can buy fruits, dried fruits, canned foods, Chinese fast food, 

household goods, chancellery goods and so on), 1 hairdressing salon, 

stadiums (both inside and outside) and swimming pool, which is under 

construction. 

So, life here differs from life in Ukraine, I like something of that, 

something is strange for me, but here I really enjoy my life! 

 

 

 

 


